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Abstract. E-Science applications are often interdisciplinary and require
resources from different infrastructures; the interoperability between
heterogeneous infrastructures is an important requirement for constructing large
scale experiments. Analyzing interoperability issues by including both
application and infrastructure aspects promotes a global view on
interoperability of different layers, and we argue it can converge to an optimal
reference model to guide the development of service layers in e-Science
infrastructures. This paper proposes an Open Distributed Processing based
interoperability reference model for e-Science.
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1

Introduction

E-Science applications are characterized by big data and interdisciplinary approaches,
and require not only large computing and storage capacities, but also effective
cooperative computing model to handle the application complexity [1]. Collaborating
different infrastructures essentially enable the construction of large scale experiments;
however, the technical diversities between infrastructures often make such
collaboration difficult, and the service layer interoperability between different
infrastructures has been highlighted as a key functional requirement [2].
Historically, e-Science infrastructures are often developed for specific application
domain(s); the diverse application requirements result in different focuses on the
infrastructure services. Even started with homogenous architecture, the evolution of
technologies may still push the infrastructure upgrade towards different directions.
Therefore, the interoperability between different infrastructures and the compatibility
with the legacy applications from the early infrastructures will remain as a
requirement in e-Science for a long term [3]. Many of the existing interoperability
solutions focus on specific layers in the context e-Science: between infrastructures [4,
5], between middleware [6], and between workflows [7], and typically via iterative
steps: building adapters or connectors between two infrastructures and then deriving
new service layer models for standardization via certain community efforts. Such

iterations can continuously promote the evolution of standards for infrastructures and
the above service layers, but will not completely solve the interoperability problems
when the diversity between infrastructures and the missing links between standards
remain [36]. Providing interoperability solutions only at a specific layer without a
global view of the entire e-Science context hampers the convergence of service layer
evolution. An interoperability reference model is needed to complement the model of
the application and infrastructure [8].
In this paper, we propose an interoperability reference model to analyze related
issues and review the existing solutions in e-Science. We discuss how the
interoperability issues should be handled in the context of the application life-cycle.
The research is conducted in the context of EU F7 project ENVRI [9].

2 An Open Distributed Processing based reference model
The Open Distributed Processing (ODP) model captures the design and development
issues in complex distributed systems into five viewpoints, namely enterprise,
information, computational, engineering and technology [10]. Although it is
originally developed in the enterprise IT context, its decomposed view on system
design and development contributes valuable model for analyzing the interoperability
in e-Science. Following the ODP methodology, we highlight five viewpoints in
analysing the interoperability in the e-Science context: scientific, information,
computational, middleware and infrastructure, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. An Open e-Science Interoperability Reference Model (OEIRM).

In the next section, we will review the available solutions of the interoperability
using this model.

3 Interoperability in e-Science: from infrastructure to application
The five viewpoints proposed in Fig. 1 model the interoperability related issues not
only in the service layers in infrastructure but also the characteristics of scientific
domain and applications.

3.1 The scientific interoperability
From the scientific viewpoint, e-Science activities often require technologies or
software components originally developed by different domains. The interoperability
between different scientific domains and disciplines has been highlighted as the basic
approach in e-Science. For instance, modeling and simulation based computing
methods extend traditional laboratory based experimental sciences such as chemistry,
physics and finance [11, 12], and semantic web technologies have been promoted as
basis for building information models and system integration in large collections
fields [13]. Moreover, many simulation models have also exhibited their power in
different contexts, for instance finite element simulation model shows its strong
power not only in fluid dynamics but also in studying financial problems [14]. In
specific fields, the BRIDGE project aims at the distributed optimization using
different simulation models and cross both ChinaGrid and EU SIMDAT [15]. These
types of interoperability comprises of the basis of the interdisciplinary activities in eScience.

3.2 The information interoperability
The information interoperability refers to not only data content but also meta
metadata, information models and all kinds of descriptions of the services that eScience applications need. The solutions can be roughly classified into two groups.
The first one is to map diverse information models using connectors, for instance the
Advanced Resource Connector ARC between EGEE and NorduGrid [16]. Semantic
level interoperability enables the data exchange at the meta level, for instance the
Linked Open Data principles proposed by the EU environmental sciences is for
sharing scientific data [17], semantic web services based mediators [4], and semantic
information preprocessing framework [18]. The second one is to synchronize diverse
information representation mechanisms to one common model, for instance OGF
promotes a solution named Grid Laboratory Uniform Environment (GLUE) [19]. TPT
(Taiwan prescription template) is an information level interoperability solution
proposed by Kuo to enable the medical exchange among different infrastructure, and
is promoted as the standards for improving the patient information [20]. The
information interoperability potentially realizes the semantic level information
exchange between different e-Science domains.

3.3 The computational interoperability
From the computational viewpoint, 1) the application can be interoperable with the
others by sharing and exchanging the intelligence in e-Science applications, i.e. the
composition of the application logic 2) the execution engine of the application can be
interoperable to execute applications from the other engines. Currently, the scientific
workflow management systems from scientific computing context, and the
MapReduce related Cloud computing model from large internet companies such as
Google are two main forces pushes the evolution of the cooperative computing model.
Although aiming at different types of data and application contexts, these two models
merging from different perspectives to get benefits from each other, for instance
MapReduce is included as an execution model in Kepler [20], or DAG is include in
MapReduce to extend its flow control [21]. Workflow bus was proposed to realize
engine level interoperability between different systems [22]. The computational
interoperability focuses on the runtime issues of the e-Science applications.

3.4 The middleware interoperability
The middleware interoperability refers to cross invocation of services among different
service layers, and mainly deals with the diversity between middleware in invoking
services, in managing data involved by the service invocation. Typical approach is to
provide a gateway node to map the invocation interface of both sides. Wang proposed
a gateway between the submission tool in gLite and the CNGrid GOS environment,
and a scheduler decides the jobs from the gateway queue to middleware of which side
[23]. Another way to solve such interoperability issues is to adopt a standardized
service interface for job submission, storage and network management; OGF
promoted a standards named HPC basic profile (HPCBP) towards this direction [24].
Web services interoperability (WS-I) is another initiative to promote the
interoperability for the web service stacks [25], although it faces several challenges to
commit is final mission. An important problem that in the middleware interoperability
is how to efficiently utilize the resources from different domains after the middleware
interoperability has been enabled. Saga deals with the load balance issue in this
context by proposing a HPCBP gateway, so that the jobs from other infrastructures
will be checked against the allocation table of the local infrastructure scheduler with
certain load balance constraints [26]. The Grid meta scheduler (GMS) can schedule
computing tasks of workflows among several middleware gLite, Unicore and Globus
environments, but mainly batch and job farming based tasks [27]. GridARS is another
example but focuses on reserving the resources among different infrastructures [28].

3.5 The infrastructure interoperability
From the infrastructure viewpoint, distributed resources have been aggregated and
virtualized as different stack of services; from Clusters, Grids and Clouds. There are

several standardization initiatives for Cloud models, for instance Open Cloud
Computing Interface(OCCI) [29], Open Virtualization Format [30], and Cloud data
management interface (CDMI) [31]. Moreover, whole organization related issues
such as management policies for sharing data and resources, including authorization,
authentication and accounting issues are included, for instance security level
interoperability [32,33], using model checking approach to verify the policies and
rules [34].
Table. 1 summarizes the existing work in one table.
Table 1. Interoperability in e-Science.
Involved issues

Approach and examples

Scientific
interoperability

-Scientific problems
- Scientific methods

-Problem to large system scale, and involve different
domains. Interdisciplinary optimization, Bridge project [15].
-Computational sciences in many fields [11,12] Simulation
models extended to different fields [14]

Information
interoperability

-Scientific data
-Resource description, meta data,
information model

- Community based ontology framework, Linked Open Data
[7]
- Ontology mapping , Semantic based information
preprocessing[18], ARC[16], Semantic Web Services
mediators[4],
- Standardized information model, GLUE [18], TPT[19],

Computational
interoperability

-Joint computing model
-Runtime embedding
-cross invocation

- MapReduce in Scientific workflow [20], flow control in
MapReduce [21]
- Runtime engine: Workflow bus[22],

Middleware
interoperability

-Cross data access
-Cross job submission
-Cross infrastructure load balance

- Gateway based protocol mapping [23]
- HPCBP [24], WS-I [25]
- GridARS [28], GMS [27],

Infrastructure
interoperability

-Authentication/Authorization/
Accounting/Security/Policy
-Infrastructure model

- Authentication/Authrization/Accounting: SAML, X.509
[32,33], XACML[34]
-OCCI [29], OVF[30], CDMI[31]

4. Related work
Interoperability has been recognized as a key issue in different contexts, and several
reference models have been proposed. Riedel proposed an Infrastructure
Interoperability Reference Model (IIRF) [35], which is now in the OFG community
effort. The main idea of the IIRF is to fill the missing links between the existing
earlier interoperability related middleware or standards, in particular the
interoperability between infrastructure for High performance computing and high
throughput computing. Open Grid Forum set up a working group called Grid
Interoperability Now! (GIN) [36]. The IIRF focuses on the different standards in the
existing Grid middleware; however, its basic concepts are compatible with model
presented in this paper.

5. Summary
The research presented in this paper is conducted in the context of the EU ENVRI
project; we aim at an interoperability model for promoting the resource sharing

among infrastructures from different environmental science domains [9]. Using the
Open Distributed Processing (ODP) model, we proposed an interoperability reference
model named OEIRM, and analyzed the interoperability issues in the life cycle of eScience applications using five different viewpoints of the model.
The diversity of the scientific domains drives the interdisciplinary research in eScience from various angles; solving the diversity by providing interoperability
support only promotes the evolution of scientific domains and all kinds of support
technologies, but will not eventually remove such diversity. From this point of view,
interoperability will be a continuous problem exists in the e-Science context.
Different interoperability technologies as we see from the above analysis play a
central role in enabling the collaborations in different contexts, but they also raises a
challenge problem for the e-Science researchers: how we should deal with the
interoperability issues in an evolutionary vision of the infrastructure and e-Science
applications? As the next step, we will develop the reference model to guide the
development of future e-Science application and service layers of infrastructures.
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